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Summary and Major Conclusions: 

 
▪ The January 5th Senate runoff elections in Georgia qualify as a pivotal event, and therefore a 

major game changer for the economy and financial markets. Sudden surprises that result in 

immediate, significant revisions to my economic forecast occur only infrequently. 

 

▪ A Democratic majority in the US Senate has given President Biden the necessary political 

capital to better negotiate with Congress over the next two years. The most important 

ramification pertains to fiscal policy. 

 

▪ The economy will benefit from more aggressive government spending initiatives, thereby 

ensuring a strong recovery. Rapidly deteriorating economic conditions as revealed in 

employment and retail sales data reinforce the argument for greater fiscal stimulus this year. 

 

▪ The Democratic Party holds only a razor-thin majority in Congress. Biden’s fiscal policy 

program could win significant political support from a growing group of moderate 

Republicans, who may begin to break with the party and become increasingly inclined to vote 

with the majority on select policy issues.    

 

▪ The proposed Biden fiscal plan can be divided into two phases: An immediate relief package 

to address current economic and health needs and a longer-term recovery involving 

investments in the nation’s infrastructure.   

 

▪ The American Rescue Plan proposes government spending estimated at $750 billion for 

direct payments to most households and unemployed workers, along with funds for 

coronavirus testing and vaccine distribution.  

 

▪ A second phase anticipated later this year would have an objective of long-term recovery and 

include an infrastructure spending package, amounting to possibly $1 trillion. Included in 

this plan would be spending on transportation, hospitals, schools, affordable housing, and 

broadband.  

 

▪ Cumulative federal government COVID-relief spending already authorized through yearend 

2020 exceeds $3.5 trillion, or 15% of US GDP. The Biden fiscal plan as proposed would 

increase the total to $5 trillion — an astounding 25% of GDP — and triple the size of the 

fiscal stimulus passed during the 2008 recession.  

 

▪ An increased level of borrowing by the US Treasury will exert upward pressure on interest 

rates, especially as the economy approaches full employment. It will also increase the odds of 

a debt crisis within the next five years. 

 

 

 

 

My working assumption is 

that the economy is unlikely 

to overheat in the medium 

term, but could become 

increasingly vulnerable in 

the years beyond 

2022. Although real GDP 

growth could accelerate 

sharply beginning in the 

second half of this year, 

there is too much slack in 

the economy for demand to 

overwhelm supply in the 

short term. However, 

the massive increase in 

fiscal stimulus now assumed 

in my forecast suggests that 

the US economy could 

approach full employment 

more than one full year 

earlier than assumed in 

previous forecasts, with 

potential long-term 

inflationary consequences.     
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▪ Taxes will be increased in order to address the bulging budget deficit and to partially offset 

the surge in federal government spending. However, tax increases are more likely to be 

passed later this year or in 2022, once policymakers are confident that the economy is on a 

firmer footing.  

 

▪ The impact of further fiscal spending on economic growth could be profound. I have raised 

my forecast for GDP, corporate earnings, inflation, and interest rates for each of the next 

three years. The rate of economic growth should peak in 2022. 

 

▪ I now expect real GDP growth of 6% both this year and in 2022. This would be the fastest 

consecutive years of economic growth since the early 1980s. However, real GDP growth could 

slow precipitously to less than 2% in 2023. 

 

▪ The massive increase in fiscal stimulus now assumed in my forecast suggests that the US 

economy could approach full employment more than one full year earlier than assumed in 

previous forecasts. 

 

▪ In the long term, the sheer magnitude of fiscal stimulus presents a risk to economic stability 

and noninflationary growth. The odds of an overheating economy would increase considerably 

if the entire Biden fiscal policy agenda is voted into law.  

 

▪ My working assumption is that the economy is unlikely to overheat in the medium term, but 

could become increasingly vulnerable in the years beyond 2022. The odds would increase 

even further if the Federal Reserve acts too late in reversing monetary policy, and holds policy 

rates at zero for an extended period.  

 

▪ The next one to two years should be a sweet spot for financial markets. Stock prices and 

bond yields should trend higher in an environment of solid economic growth, low inflation, 

continued monetary accommodation, and strong profit growth.  

 

▪ The outlook beyond 2022 becomes more worrisome. Economic and profit growth will slow on 

a rate-of-change basis, inflation and interest rates will be on the rise, and the odds of an 

overheating economy will increase, compelling the Federal Reserve to begin a rate-tightening 

cycle. 

 

▪ Balanced account investors with a 12-to-18-month time horizon should remain overweight in 

stocks, with a maximum underweight in bonds. Value stocks should be emphasized versus 

growth, international stocks versus the S&P 500, and small-cap stocks over large-cap stocks. 

 

 

 

 

It is somewhat rare for sudden surprise events to bring about immediate, 

significant revisions to my economic forecast. The Senate runoff elections in 

Georgia on January 5th are such an event. These pivotal events can be a major 

game changer for the economy and financial markets. The Democratic sweep gives 

the party a small majority in the Senate, enabling the Democrats to control the 

political agenda in Washington. It appears highly likely that President Biden has 

gained sufficient political capital to negotiate more effectively with Congress over 

the next two years. The most important ramification pertains to fiscal policy. 
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Catalyst for Fiscal Policy: The overarching implication is a greatly increased 

likelihood that the Biden administration will be successful in carrying out its 

economic and social agenda. The economy will benefit from more aggressive 

government spending initiatives, thereby ensuring a strong and durable recovery. 

Rapidly deteriorating government data on employment and retail sales reinforce 

the argument for greater fiscal stimulus this year. 

 

Need for Bold Action: There is enormous political, social, and economic 

justification for bold and aggressive fiscal policy legislation to restore economic, 

social, and public health conditions to normal. Tens of millions of Americans 

continue to suffer from a combination of a raging pandemic and a weakening 

economy. COVID-19 deaths continue to reach record levels on a daily basis, and 

the labor market remains unusually depressed.  

 

▪ Congressional Support: A critical issue in the economic outlook will be the 

success of President Biden in garnering the necessary support in Congress 

to pass of his fiscal agenda. Biden will undoubtedly face fierce Republican 

opposition to many of his spending initiatives, which will accentuate 

financial market volatility. However, Biden could derive significant political 

support from a growing group of rational centrist Republicans, who are 

gradually breaking with their party and may become increasingly inclined to 

vote with the Democratic majority on many policy issues.    

 

Two Phases: The proposed Biden fiscal plan can be divided into two phases: (1) 

An immediate relief package to address the current economic and health needs of 

the nation; and (2) A longer-term recovery phase that envisions investment in the 

nation’s infrastructure, necessary to remedy numerous inherent domestic structural 

deficiencies. 

 

I. Emergency Relief: The American Rescue Plan involves government 

spending to counter the pandemic and to meet the immediate needs of 

the population, with total spending estimated at $750 billion. Included 

in this category are direct payments to most households and 

unemployed workers, along with funds for COVID-19 testing and 

vaccine distribution. This plan also includes a provision to extend the 

renter eviction and mortgage payment moratoriums.  

 

II. Long-Term Recovery: A second phase anticipated later this year would 

have an objective of long-term recovery and include an infrastructure 

spending package, amounting to more than $1 trillion. Included in this 

plan would be spending on transportation, hospitals, schools, affordable 

housing, and broadband.  
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Historical Perspective: Cumulative federal government spending already authorized 

through yearend 2020 exceeds $3.5 trillion, or 15% of US GDP. An additional 

COVID-relief package of an estimated $750 billion within the next two months and 

a projected infrastructure spending bill of $1 trillion later this year would increase 

spending to $5 trillion an amount equal to an astounding 25% of GDP and triple 

the size of the fiscal stimulus passed during the 2008 recession.  

 

Big Government: In a broader context, the culmination of the Blue Wave will result 

in a larger role of government in economic affairs. History clearly reveals that 

periods of national crisis are followed by growing support for greater government 

involvement. Popular sentiment for income and wealth redistribution is also likely 

to intensify in coming years.  

 

▪ Tax Hikes Deferred: Taxes will be increased in order to accommodate a 

bigger role of government and to partially offset the surge in federal 

government spending. However, tax increases in the short term are highly 

unlikely; rather, tax legislation is more likely to be passed later this year or 

in 2022, once policymakers are confident that the economy is on a firmer 

footing.  

 

▪ Government and Stocks: In principle, a larger role of the federal 

government in business and economic affairs is a negative for equity 

markets. While a more activist government may seem necessary in the 

medium term — in solving the many challenges pertaining to the pandemic 

and the economy — the longer-term impact could involve unintended 

consequences that are negative for both the business sector and financial 

markets.  

 

Budget Deficits: The prospect of higher federal budget deficits is another negative 

consequence of fiscal largesse. Despite an increase in taxes, budget deficits will 

be larger in coming years than previously assumed, contributing to a steady 

increase in the national debt between now and 2030.  

 

▪ Treasury Borrowing: An increased level of borrowing by the Treasury will 

exert upward pressure on interest rates. It will also increase the odds of a 

debt crisis within the next five years. A debt crisis this year or in 2022 is 

highly unlikely in an environment of rapid economic growth and moderately 

low interest rates. 
 

ECONOMIC GROWTH ASSUMPTIONS 
 

The impact of further fiscal spending on economic growth could be profound. I have 

raised my forecast for GDP, corporate earnings, inflation, and interest rates for 2021 

and 2022, based upon the following critical assumptions:      
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1. Passage of fiscal stimulus legislation in two phases during this year, a 

cumulative total of $1.75 trillion. An infrastructure bill approaching $1 

trillion is passed later this year. 

 

2. No changes in Federal Reserve policy this year: Purchases of government 

bonds of $110 billion per month and stable policy rates near zero. The Fed 

could begin to taper its monthly bond-buying program in 2022 and raise 

policy rates in 2023. 

 

3. An accelerating pace of COVID-19 vaccinations as the year unfolds, with 

nearly one-half of the US population inoculated by July 1. Full herd 

immunity is reached by Labor Day. Another two pharma companies are 

expected to begin production of vaccines before midyear. 

 

4. A full reopening of the economy during the summer months, resulting in 

greater social mobility and allowing the currently depressed travel, leisure, 

and hospitality industries to gradually return to normal. 

 

5. Massive pent-up demand for consumer goods and services, business 

equipment, and inventory investment will supercharge the recovery in 

aggregate spending. 

 

The economic and financial market implications should be considered within the 

context of each of the next three years:  

 

▪ Calendar Year 2021: I have revised my forecast for economic growth to 6% 

this year, as spending and output benefit from both the $900 billion 

COVID-relief package passed at yearend and passage of the Biden fiscal 

plan within the next two months. Because of the benefits of imminent 

fiscal stimulus, a double-dip recession during the first half of this year is 

effectively off the table.  

 

▪ Calendar Year 2022: The domestic economy could enter an outright boom 

within the next 12 months, with full-year GDP growth of 6% again in 

2022. My expected average real GDP growth of 6% for the next two years 

would be the fastest two-year growth rate since the early 1980s.    
 

▪ Calendar Year 2023: The pace of growth could slow precipitously in 2023 

as the economic impact of fiscal stimulus quickly fades and as monetary 

policy becomes less accommodative. GDP growth could slow to 1.5% in 

both 2023 and 2024, accompanied by higher interest rates and inflation.     
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In the long term, the sheer magnitude of fiscal stimulus presents a risk to 

noninflationary growth and economic stability. The odds of an overheating economy 

would increase considerably if the entire Biden fiscal policy agenda is voted into law. 

The odds would increase even further if the Federal Reserve is too late in reversing 

monetary policy, and holds policy rates at zero for an extended period.   
 

CONSUMER INFLATION 
 

The outlook for inflation is highly complex and uncertain: In the medium term, an 

abundant supply of capital, labor, and materials should keep inflation in check. 

However, these productive resources should be absorbed quickly as economic growth 

accelerates and the unemployment rate moves lower. Aggregate demand will 

ultimately overwhelm aggregate supply, thereby pushing prices and wages higher.  

 

Job Creation: Massive fiscal spending anticipated during the next year should have a 

profound impact on the labor market. My forecast assumes net job creation in excess 

of four million workers both this year and in 2022, the fastest pace since the late 

1990s. Net job creation could weaken significantly in 2023, with additions to 

nonfarm payrolls declining to only one million. Currently at 6.7%, the unemployment 

rate could end this year at 5.5%. 

 

Full Employment: Timing of attainment of full employment is a critical variable in the 

outlook. The massive increase in fiscal stimulus now assumed in my forecast 

suggests that the US economy could approach full employment more than one full 

year earlier than assumed in previous forecasts. Instead of 2024, the economy could 

be at full employment — estimated at an unemployment rate of 4.5% — during 

2023. Under this scenario, the path of least resistance for consumer prices will be 

upward, perhaps beginning in 2022.   
 

RISKS OF AN OVERHEATING ECONOMY 
 

Investors should consider the question of whether excessive fiscal and monetary 

stimulus will culminate in an overheating economy. My working assumption is that 

the economy is unlikely to overheat in the medium term, but could become 

increasingly vulnerable in the years beyond 2022. The most notable signals of an 

overheating economy include an extended period of above-average GDP, a sustained 

rise in the inflation rate, and widespread signs of speculation and cyclical imbalances 

in the real economy.  

 

Although real GDP growth will likely accelerate sharply beginning in the second half 

of this year, there is too much slack in the economy for demand to overwhelm supply 

in the short term. However, a combination of powerful monetary and fiscal stimulus 

along with massive pent-up demand in several key sectors should result in a relatively 

rapid absorption of resources by the second half of next year, causing inflationary 

pressures to build. 
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FINANCIAL MARKET IMPLICATIONS 
 

From a broad perspective, the investment outlook can be divided into two 

timeframes: The next two years and the period beyond 2022. The next one to two 

years should be a sweet spot for financial markets in terms of solid economic growth, 

low inflation, continued monetary accommodation, and strong profit growth. Equity 

and bond market yields should trend higher over this period, with the usual interim 

interruptions along the way. 

 

The outlook beyond 2022 becomes more worrisome. Economic and profit growth will 

slow on a rate-of-change basis, inflation and interest rates will be on the rise, and the 

odds of an overheating economy will increase. In this environment, the Federal 

Reserve will almost certainly begin a new rate-tightening phase, while fiscal 

policymakers could begin to address the issues of rising budget deficits and growth in 

the national debt.  

 

Balanced account investors with a 12-to-18-month time horizon should remain 

overweight in common stocks, with a maximum underweight in bonds. Value stocks 

should be emphasized versus growth, international stocks versus the S&P 500, and 

small-cap stocks over large-cap stocks. Investors should maintain a cash reserve in 

anticipation of increased volatility in coming weeks and months resulting from 

continued distressing news with respect to the pandemic, along with disappointments 

on the economic, political, and vaccine fronts.   
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This material is intended to provide information only. This material is not intended as advice or recommendation about investing or managing your retirement 
savings. By sharing this information, Prudential Retirement® is not acting as your fiduciary as defined by the Department of Labor or otherwise. If you need 
investment advice, please consult with a qualified professional. 
 
The opinions and recommendations herein do not take into account individual client circumstances, objectives, or needs and are not intended as 
recommendations of particular securities, financial instruments or strategies to particular clients or prospects. No determination has been made regarding 
the suitability of any securities, financial instruments or strategies for particular clients or prospects. For any securities or financial instruments mentioned 
herein, the recipient(s) of this report must make its own independent decisions. 
 
Certain information contained herein may constitute “forward-looking statements,” (including observations about markets and industry and regulatory 
trends as of the original date of this document). Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results may differ materially from those reflected or 
contemplated in such forward-looking statements. As a result, you should not rely on such forward-looking statements in making any decisions. No 
representation or warranty is made as to future performance or such forward-looking statements. 
 
The financial indices referenced herein are provided for informational purposes only. You cannot invest directly in an index. The statistical data regarding 
such indices has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but has not been independently verified. 
 
S&P 500® Index: Measures the performance of 500 widely held stocks in US equity market. Standard and Poor's chooses member companies for the index 
based on market size, liquidity and industry group representation. Included are the stocks of industrial, financial, utility, and transportation companies. Since 
mid-1989, this composition has been more flexible and the number of issues in each sector has varied. It is market capitalization-weighted. 
 
These materials are not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security or other financial 
instrument or any investment management services and should not be used as the basis for any investment decision. Past performance is 
not a guarantee or reliable indicator of future results. 

The information provided is not intended to provide investment advice and should not be construed as an investment recommendation by Prudential 
Financial or any of its subsidiaries.     
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